ABSTRACT. The joint normality of two random vectors is obtained based on normal conditional with linear regression and constant covariance matrix of each vector given the value of the other without assuming the existence of the joint density. This result is applied to a characterization of matrix variate normal distribution.
INTRODUCTION AND BASIC RESULTS
Let X (XI Xm)' and Y (Y1,...,Yn)' be two given random vectors. If the joint distribution of X and Y is an (m + n) variate normal distribution, then X Y y and Y IX x both have multivariate normal distributions for all x e R m and y e R n (Anderson [1] ). Brucker [3] , then Fraser and Streit [5] , Castillo and Galambos [4] considered the bivariate case, Bischoff and Fieger [2] gave a characterization in multivariate case. In these papers the existence of a joint density was accepted. All the above results can be seen in a survey paper of Hamedani [8] Let X be a k x n random matrix, where the row vectors are X'i (Xil,...,Xin), i=1 k. The notation Vec(X')=(X X)' isa knxl random vector. X is defined to have a k x n matrix variate normal distribution with mean matrix p of dimension k x n having row vectors 12 ,Pk and with covariance matrix (',j), i,j 1,...,k, denoted by Nk, n(p,Z) if Vec(X) has a kn-variate normal distribution with mean vector (Pl p), where 12i E(Xi), 1 k, and with covariance matrix X (X/,j), i,j 1 ,k, where Xi,j Cov(Xi,Xj), i,j 1,...,k.
In the following part (R) denotes the Kronecker product of two matrices and Ik the k x k identity matrix. THEOREM 3.1. Let X and Y be two random matrices of dimension kl x n and k2 x n, respectively. Suppose X IY y Nkl,n(Ay + B,,S1) for all y, where (1) A isa kl xk2 matrix, B isa kl xn matrix, Z'l =2, isa klnxkln positive v(1) for j= 1,...,kin, where bl,...,bkln is an arbitrary, but fixed, basis of R kln Note that without supposing at least a constant covariance for a conditional distribution, the joint normal distribution does not hold [8] .
